
About Prevalent

Founded in 2004, Prevalent helps enterprises manage risk in third-party business relationships. A Leader in the 
Gartner Magic Quadrant and Forrester New Wave, Prevalent delivers the industry’s only purpose-built, unified 
platform that integrates a powerful combination of automated assessments, continuous monitoring, and evidence 
sharing for collaboration between enterprises and vendors. No other product on the market combines all three 
components, providing the best solution for a highly-functioning, effective third-party risk management program.  

To learn more, please visit www.prevalent.net or call 877-773-8253.

KEY CAPABILITIES:

Assessment  
Service

TPRM
PLATFORM

Automate the process of collecting, 
analyzing, remediating, and reporting 

on vendor evidence. 

Cyber & Business
Monitoring Service

Make better risk-based decisions with 
technical insight into threats, breaches, 
and network health, combined with a 

strategic view of business risks. 

Advisory &  
Consulting Services 
Plan, optimize, and mature your third-

party risk management program.

Network 
Service

Partner with vendors to create a shared 
repository of validated questionnaires 

with supporting documents.  

360-DEGREE VIEW OF VENDORS TO SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE, 

REDUCE SECURITY RISKS, AND IMPROVE EFFICIENCY 

Third-Party  
Risk Management 
Platform  

With an ever-increasing number of cyber-attacks originating from third parties,  

and growing data privacy concerns driving increased regulatory activity, ensuring 

that suppliers manage sensitive information securely is paramount. But how do you 

achieve vendor compliance and risk reduction objectives using an inefficient manual 

effort to collect, maintain and analyze risk status across your supplier ecosystem? 

THE INDUSTRY’S LEADING

http://www.prevalent.net
https://www.prevalent.net/
https://www.prevalent.net/


A SINGLE PLATFORM TO

Simplify, Automate,  
and Scale Your Third-Party  
Risk Management Program   
Prevalent™ delivers the industry’s only purpose-built, unified platform for third-party 

risk management (TPRM). Delivered in the simplicity of the cloud, the Prevalent platform 

combines automated vendor assessments, continuous threat monitoring, assessment 

workflow, and remediation management across the entire vendor life cycle. This is 

complemented by expert advisory and consulting services to optimize your vendor risk 

management program. 

With Prevalent, you gain a 360-degree view of vendors to simplify compliance, reduce risks, 

and improve efficiency for a scalable third-party risk management program.

Key Benefits

• Gain a clear understanding of  
vendor exposure in terms of actual 
business risk 

• Utilize actionable guidance to 
remediate vendor risks

• Leverage insights and trending  
data to measure the effectiveness 
of the program 

• Build a more efficient, cost-effective, 
and accurate process for assessing 
the risks posed by third-party 
business relationships 

• Realize a scalable, more mature third-
party risk management program 

Cybersecurity Risk 
Rating Solutions

NEW WAVE 
LEADER 2018

Prevalent, “leads the pack  
with a third-party risk 
management platform…  
best for companies that  
want one TPRM tool with 
integrated cyber-risk ratings.” 

The Forrester New Wave™: Cybersecurity 
Risk Rating Solutions, Q4 2018. Nick Hayes 
and Trevor Lyness. November 13, 2018

Automate Assessments 
Determine vendor compliance with IT security controls and data privacy requirements with 
Prevalent’s library of over 50 pre-defined assessments, or quickly build your own assessment 
to meet your organization’s unique requirements. By automating the end-to-end process of 
gathering and analyzing vendor data, Prevalent alleviates tedious, error-prone and manual 
work and enables you to reduce risk in an immediate and meaningful way. 

Leverage Shared Assessments 
Leverage a shared library of pre-submitted assessments across all industries to quickly check 
vendor risk status or augment existing assessments. Our domain expertise managing the 
first vendor risk sharing networks (Legal Vendor Network and Healthcare Vendor Network), 
enables you to scale your third-party risk management program, save time, and achieve a 
faster return on your investment.

Monitor for Cyber and Business Risks
With intelligent risk registration and prioritization, Prevalent’s continuous vendor monitoring 
and risk snapshots deliver a more holistic, strategic view of vendor risk. Prevalent combines 
deep data security auditing with business monitoring, moving beyond tactical network health 
reporting to reveal critical operational, financial, legal and brand risks. 

Prioritize Remediation 
Dynamically categorize vendors by risk level 
and criticality to the business. Bi-directional 
remediation workflow and document management 
facilitates discussions of risk registers, completion 
date, tasks, acceptance, and more. Easily manage 
and mitigate risks with full audit trails for all 
vendor communications and risk decisions. 

Deliver Personalized Reporting
Visualize compliance and risk status across 
the vendor landscape with Prevalent’s central 
reporting console. Assessors can drill down to see 
vendor-specific control failures or risks requiring 
remediation. Executive views reveal your overall 
third-party risk profile for clear, confident board-
level reporting. Audit and compliance reporting is 
easy with a single repository of vendor risks.

Speed Compliance Reporting and 
Improve Accuracy 
Quickly understand compliance status and address 
control failures with the Prevalent Compliance 
Framework. The framework automatically maps 
assessment data to regulatory and controls 
frameworks including ISO 27001, NIST, GDPR, 
CoBiT 5, SSAE 18, SIG, SIG Lite, SOX, and NYDFS.

Grow Program Maturity
Speed time to value and grow your third-party 
risk management maturity with expert planning 
and implementation services. The Risk Operations 
Center (ROC) employs penetration testers, 
ISO27001 consultants, ISO22301 consultants, 
GDPR specialists, and project managers to guide 
your program through every step. Prevalent not 
only helps you discover and prioritize TPRM 
issues, but also partners with you to solve them. 
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